The Role of the Catholic Church in the Refugee Crisis in the
Middle East-- Iraq and Syria
Since the outset of the Iraq War in 2003 the plight of refugees has been a
mainstream topic of media outlets throughout the world, and featured in
nightly TV stations and news media. When civil war erupted in Syria in
2011 the refugee situation compounded as droves of refugees began seeking
safety and assistance wherever they were able to find a helping hand. The
Catholic Church is deeply embedded in the Middle East, the Mother Church
was established in Jerusalem…Iraq and Syria are neighbors!
The Diocese of Jerusalem, the Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem, consists of
Israel, Palestine, Jordan and Cypress. The Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem
(LPJ) is comprised of 55 parishes of which 33 are located in Jordan, a
country adjacent to Iraq and Syria. Catholic parishes and institutions in
Jordan are in the forefront providing humanitarian aid to refugees from Iraq
and Syria; we can be thankful for their role as Christians helping others, they
have been “first responders” in the refugee crisis in the Middle East.
To illustrate, a recent statement (June 2018) issued by Sami El-Yousef,
Chief Executive Officer of the Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem, (LPJ).
Visit with Iraqi Refugees in Amman
“ A few weeks ago, during a visit to Jordan, I was privileged to meet with
about ten Iraqi refugees at Our Lady of Peace Center in Jordan who were
benefiting from our humanitarian assistance program. Though they all
shared their heartbreaking stories with us about the circumstances under
which they left their homes in Iraq, it was heartwarming to hear what the
assistance of the Church has done to their lives providing them with a
dignified life and providing hope. Not only is their faith being strengthened
through close collaboration, but they are getting financial support towards
their rental expenses, school fees for their children, and medical assistance
when needed. Most of them continue to dream of eventually getting a visa to
one of the western countries in order to start a new life there (all of them do
not wish to return to Iraq given what they have been going through). In the
meantime, their only source of spiritual and financial support is the Church
and its institutions”.

Jordan is a small country with a depressed economy. Despite it’s economic
situation it has absorbed hundreds of thousands of refugees from the wars. In
2005, shortly after the outbreak of war in Iraq, the population in Jordan was
5.7 million, in little over a decade the populatin mushroomed and exceeds10
million people; a vast segment of the population growth is attributed to
refugees. Jordan is a Muslim country; Christians live as a small minority in a
county of 10 million people and comprise less than 3% of the population.

Assistance provided by Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem churches
and Catholic Institutions in Jordan.
Many refugees live in camps provided by United Nations Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), others live in temporary housing or apartments
provided by charitable organizations like Caritas-Jordan. Caritas-Jordan is a
charitable organization within the Catholic Church and a unit of Caritas
International under the Vatican in Rome. Many refugees do not qualify for
UN housing and depend upon organizations like Caritas-Jordan or Our Lady
of Peace in Amman for assistance.
Most Catholic parishes in Jordan are small and not affluent; many receive
support from the LPJ to subsidize school/parish expenses. Jordanian law
prohibits employment of refugees unless they have a work permit. A course
of action by parishes is to “adopt” a group of refugee families and daily
select a member of each family to perform tasks around the parish;
gardening, cleaning, etc., and compensate them with a modest payment. Not
enough to support a family, but assistance, and as pointed by Sami ElYousef, it helps maintain their dignity.
Another example of assisting refugees is Mary, Mother of the Church Parish
in Marka, Jordan; Father Khalil Jaar is parish priest.
The parish in Marka is located about 15 minutes outside of Amman. In 2017
Father Jaar’s name topped the list of CNN heroes named for sheltering
persecuted Christians. Jomana Karadshen of CNN wrote the following
article:
“ In 2014 Jordanian churches opened their doors to Christian refugees from
Northern Iraqi cities like Mosul that were being taken over by ISIS. Father
Kahil Jaar never turned anyone away, no matter their faith. Three years later

St. Mary’s is still home for displaced
Christians…and Father Kahil helps house
hundreds of other families outside the
church.” Jomana continued as follows,
“ I asked him how he does it. He says he
gets his strength from the refugees who
have been through so much and he says he
will never turn anyone away, no matter where they are from or their
religion”. Father Kahil’s added these words, “ I started receiving them,
giving them shelter, protection, attention and most important, to give them
love. I opened my church, my house, the school, everywhere. Added note:
As a child Father Kahil was a Palestinian refugee from Bethlehem, he knows
what it is to be a refugee!
Zarka New, Queen of Peace Parish--- Zarka, Jordan
Zarka is a large city (1 ½ half million population), located commuting
distance from Amman. Zarka is an economically depressed area however
refugees gravitate to the city as it offers greater employment opportunities
than small rural communities in Jordan.
Father Hani Polus Jameel is parish priest of Queen of Peace Parish and a
native of Iraq, and relates well to the suffering, privations, and anguish of
refugees and the plight of the Iraq people. “ The families of my eight
brothers and my elderly parents (my father is 100 years old) were forced to
leave Qaraqosh (Iraq) suddenly at night, in the course of a few hours,
together with thousands of other people they set off for Kurdistan,
(northeastern Iraq) some by car some by foot”. Father Hani added, “refugees
would love to return to their villages but fear prevails and they seek, in every
way, to reach other countries”.
In 2013 Father Hani submitted a proposal to various institutions to obtain
funds for refugee relief. The Italian Episcopal Conference responded and
donated funds to provide assistance for 14,000 refugees, mostly Syrians.
Subsequently, with funds provided by NGO Manos Unidas, a Spanish
charitable foundation, Father Hani initiated a second project that supported
12,000 refugees, mostly Iraqis. Father Hani indicated for many Syrian
Muslims, we were the first Christians they met personally; more than once
they said they were surprised by our concern and they confessed they did not

believe Christians were like this. Now they respect us and love us; we are
very pleased.

Caritas-Jordan
Caritas-Jordan is a component of Caritas-International a worldwide
confederation that consists of 160 organizations throughout the world
headquartered at the Vatican in Rome. The mission: serve the poor and
promote charity and peace. Caritas-Jordan is assisted by fellow Caritas
organizations in Germany, Switzerland, Czech Republic, Canada, Catholic
Relief Services, etc. Caritas-Jordan is engaged in a full range of
humanitarian aid; housing, clothing, food, medical attention in addition to
job creation projects to enable refugees to find employment and become self
sufficient. Projects include training for sewing, cooking, making jewelry,
carpentry, woodworking, agriculture, etc. Beautiful ceramic mosaic products
handcrafted by refugees in Madaba, Jordan are an example of employment
projects for refugees. Caritas-Jordan has hundreds of volunteers providing
humanitarian and education projects.

Typical Refugee Housing Accommodations
Activities of Caritas-Jordan on behalf of refugees are extensive and an
adequate description is beyond the scope of this article.

Our Lady of Peace Center, Amman, Jordan
In 2004 Our Lady of Peace Center was founded to serve those with mental
and physical disabilities and unable to obtain services at public centers. The
Center is under the direction of Father Shawki and provide an array of
services; speech and language therapy, occupational therapy, general
medicine clinic, and education and counseling. Our Lady of Peace Center
was a “first responder” in the refugee crisis and provided humanitarian aid
from the outset of the refugee crisis providing housing, food and clothing.
People; innocent people get hurt in wars. The Iraq and Syrian wars are no
exception and resulted in thousands of amputations; arms, legs, feet, many
of them by children including babies. As a result of the number of
amputations artificial limbs were in high demand, and availability of
artificial limbs limited. Our Lady of Peace Center responded to the
escalating need for artificial limbs and established a Prosthesis Department
to fill the need.
Prosthesis Department-- Our Lady of Peace—Amman, Jordan
Fabrication of artificial limbs is a complex process involving a variety of
technologies. The process begins with a series of precise measurements, as
the prosthesis is custom tailored to fit the patient. Fabrication of limbs
requires skilled hands for hand plastering the initial mold, and after fitting of
the preliminary limb a final prosthesis limb is produced for the amputee.

Manager of the Prosthesis Department

Fabrication of Prosthesis Limbs

It is a blessing prosthesis are available for refugees to enable them to enjoy
mobility and use of their limbs; tragically, a goodly number of amputees are
children, tiny babies who will endure the consequences of war the rest of
their lives. Wearing prosthesis is a never-ending ordeal for amputees as
every few years the artificial limb requires replacement.
********
The refugee crisis continues in many parts of the world today, including the
Middle East. The motivation for describing the role of the Catholic Church
in the Middle East is to disseminate information and delineate the important
role the Catholic Church is playing in coping with the refugee situation in
the Middle East.
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